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Abstract: In this work we present a sort of structure of the brane in brane for describing the bio-radiations. The work is based
on the extension of the superstring theory and can provide possible frame of biological brane to study intrinsic structure of the
bio-radiations. This reveals the interaction of bio-radiation is not only electromagnetic but the week and electromagnetic, and
the dimensions may be higher than four. As extension of the solitons, the brane or the brane in brane is proposed to play an
important role in the bio-radiations, which can be used to explain many complicated phenomena from the somatic sciences.
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1. Introduction
Solitons in physics are solutions of equation of motion of
the field theory with their energy localized. There are several
works studied that the solitons are the fundamental unit of
biological radiation of life, such as Davydov solitons
presented by the Pan Xiaofeng [1], and composed ordered
field, as our previously publication considered [2]. The
general soliton has been also introduced by studying the sort
of problem in bio-radiation systems [3-5].
However, the most important characteristics in the
biological radiation of life research is so called "qi" from
Chinese medicine and somatic science aspect, although its
concept seems to imply meaning of bio-energy and
information but it is never clarified to science what is exact
meaning of qi. So, in this work we just explore that a possible
brane structure of the bio-radiation which imply certain
equivalence between brane and qi, since without this concept,
many somatic phenomena are hard to understand. This is
because for the specific function of human studying in the
somatic science, the various of bio-radiations found play as a
kind of intelligence, and contained microparticles are
controlled by the mind; the relevant ray not only have kinetic
energy but also information, so that the relative particles can
be well according to the brain to release the energy and carry a
lot of actuated object information on the returns to the brain
(including color image), or remarkably participate various
dispersion, combination, splicing and other senior specific
functions in brain activity. This allows us more generally from
superstring point of view to introduce the concept of p-brane

[6] structure and try to investigate the possibility of biological
brane in the radiation of life.

2. Experimental Phenomena
Based on the relevant experimental evidences [7-] from
the somatic science past 30 years in china, the main
composition
of
bio-radiation
contains
special
electromagnetic radiation or particle flow which can cause
ionization of the film. This sort of radiation can allow film
to be sensitive, which is often significantly affected by
low-frequency signals (including infrasonic) complex
modulation, including amplitude modulation and frequency
modulation. The modulation wave itself may be very low
frequency of sound, whose amplitude and frequency may
change with the environment and the conscious control,
and width and shape of beam also have some regular or
random changes. When qi is excited it has some
characteristics as laser (microwave), such as the focus is
very good, and has the very strong direction in the moment,
etc. but can be under conscious control or due to changes in
certain factors change. In fact, the bio-radiation possesses
particle characteristics which are marked with suitable
soliton. For example, from the many phenomena of so
called RS (somatic science in Chinese meaning)
photography [7,8] we can see that the spread mode of
motion of the bio-radiation like smoke, fluid, or ultrafine
particle flow, which can be vividly controlled by the mind
as brush dipped in ink juice, while the ink is as ultrafine
particles composed of the bio-radiation, for instance, in RS
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human field photography, only when the film and ultra fine
particles of ink direct contact with each others, the film can
be sensitive, while if it is too far or too close the film will
be not sensitive.
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where q is the coupling constant which is just the charge of
the brane.
The background space-time coordinates n , m can be
spitted into those associated with the longitudinal direction
of the brane and those related to the transverse direction of
the brane. The former is denoted as n, m, ⋯ = 0, ⋯, p, and the
latter is expressed as n′, m′, ⋯ = p + 1, ⋯ , D - 1. By
choosing the static gauge and identifying the p + 1
longitudinal coordinates X n (ξ ) , n = 0,1,L , p with the
coordinates
as

ξ n , n = 0, 1, ⋯, p of the p-brane world volume
X n (ξ ) = ξ n , for n = 0,1,L , p

(4)

which lets the transverse coordinates

X n ' (ξ ) = ξ n , for n' = p + 1,L , D − 1
Figure 1. The series of lines can form a tree-like based on a rock-like
sub-brane in a 3-brane, which is as a beautiful moon night as shown in RS
photography, where the different color area corresponds to the different
frequency of the week-electromagnetic radiation. The background gauge
field with the week-electromagnetic interaction is demonstrated as blue
color, which is not only restricted in the electromagnetic interaction.

On the other hand, p-brane [9-12] is external object that
sweep out a (p+1)-dimensional space-time surface called as
the world volume M, with coordinates ξ m , m = 0,1,L, p in a
D-dimensional
background
space-time
with
M
coordinates X n , n = 0,1, L, D-1 . Where for the world volume,
the coordinates are used m, n, p,L , and for the background,
the corresponding coordinates are m, n, p, L . The surface M
swept out by the p-brane in the background space-time M
is described by the function
action as

( )

X n ξ n which extremes the

∫

-T d p +1 − det g mn

where

(1)

g mn is induced metric on M by
g mn = ∂ n X n ∂ m X m g n m

(2)

g m n is the metric of the background space-time, and T is
the brane tension. This action is invariant under
reparameterisations of both M and M. A p-brane naturally
couples to an anti-symmetric rank p+1 gauge field
Am Lm X n living on the background space-time by the
1

p +1

( )

form

∫

q d p+1ξε

n1Ln p +1

∂ n1 X

m1

describe the dynamics of the brane. Moreover a
super-p-brane can be viewed as a (p+1)-dimensional
bosonic sub-manifold M, with M coordinates extended as

(

Z N = X n , Θα
α

3. p-Brane Model

L∂ n p +1 X

m p +1

( )

Am1Lm p+1 X n

(3)

(5)

)

(6)

where Θ is a spinor related to fermionic freedom. Then
the motion of the super-brane in the background superspace
is expressed as Z N ξ n . There exist super-D-brane, called
as Dirichlet (D-) brane, whose dynamics involves a vector
field An , n=0,1,⋯,p, in the brane world volume and a scaler
field for each normal direction of the brane.
Concrete speaking, a Dp-brane is an extended object
with p spatial dimensions. It is a non-perturbative solitonic
states of superstring, and is characterized as hypersurface
with the Dirichlet boundary condition. D-branes are
dynamic objects which is described by the
Dirac--Born--Infeld action in the low-energy regime. This
sort of nonlinear action is the scalar field corresponding to
the transverse position of the D-brane in the background
and the U(1) gauge field in its world volume. Generally, the
(D-p) states on the D-brane are composites on the Dp-brane
by (p-1) photon states and (D-p) scalar states.
All of these provide the rich and complicated structure to
the brane, considering the above evidences of the
characteristics of bio-radiation, we introduce a novel
concept that the bio-radiation is composed by brane. In fact,
from many phenomena of RS photography one can see that
the spread mode of motion for bio-radiation like smoke or
ultrafine particle flow, here a ultrafine particle can be
considered as a 0-brane described in the background space
by Z N = ξ n , for n = 0,1,2,3; N = 4,L, d − 1 , where d is
given by the concrete model in terms of super-string theory.
For example, the dynamics of the D4-Brane, induced by the
Dirac-Born-Infeld action is expressed as

( )

( )
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1

d x
(4π α ') g ∫
T
=
d ξ − det (η
g ∫
S=

µ ,ν

s

4

0 ≤ a ,b ≤ 3

s

(

− det η µν + T −1 Fµν

10

5

2

ab

)

+ ∂ a x m ∂ b x m + 2πα ' Fab

( )λ

(7)

)

 ∞ p i+
 ∏ ∏ an
n =1 i = 2

(

r

p + , p; [ij ] 


m ,α

(13)

(

)

ψ i1Li p a1Laq τ , p + , p; [ij ]
r

(14)

νλ


 ∂ F =0
ν λµ
2 


)

(9)

then the Born-Infeld in the four dimensional space-time is
expressed by

(

)

1  T  4 
−1 2

 d x 1 − T E 


g s  2π 

(10)

which allows us to see that, at the origin of the source for
the electric field arrives at a maximum value[12]
Ec = T =

1
2πα '

r
< E

(

)

ρ τ , p + , p; [ij ] = ψ i1Li p a1Laq ψ i1Li p a1Laq

F0i = Ei , Fij = 0, for i, j = 0,1,2,3,

∫

If the density operator is

(8)

which reduces to the Maxwell equation in the field theory
limit α '→ 0 . This sort of D4-Brane can show very rich
electro-magnetic structure, such as the D4-Brane only with
electric or magnetic fields. Indeed, if a pure electric
background is specified by the field strength tensor as

S (E ) =

( )λ

 ∞ d
α+
  ∏ ∏ an
 m =1 α = p +1

Then the Schrödinger wave function takes the schematic
form as

where T is the string tension, and the corresponding
equation of motion is


1


−1
1- T F

n, j
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r
E,

(11)

While the D-brane only with magnetic field is also
possible, here one can find that the magnetic flux is simply
the magnetic field multiplied by the area of the
fundamental domain of the torus. More generally, this sort
of field can be a gauge field with the week-electromagnetic
interaction, which is not only restricted in electromagnetic
interaction.
Furthermore, if the N Dp-branes are parallel such as N
parallel D2-branes, then its contained information is quit
complicated. In fact, to distinguish the various sectors which
consisting of open strings that begin on brane one and end on
brane two, the additional ground-state labels integers [ij] is
necessary. The first integer expresses the brane on which the
σ=0 endpoint lies, and the second integer demonstrates the
brane on which σ=π endpoint lies, so that the open strings in
the [ij] sector extend from brane i to brane j, then the ground
states are represented as four types:

r
r
r
r
p + , p; [ii ] , p + , p; [ jj ] , p + , p; [ij ] , p + , p; [ ji ] (12)
Thus the states of open strings in the [ij] sector are
constructed from oscillators acting on p + , pr ; [ij ]
expressed as

r

(15)

then the quantum information density is given by

(

)

r
I τ , p + , p; [ij ] = ρlnρ , for i,j = 0,1,L, N-1

(16)

which shows i,j = 0,1, L, N-1 and provides more complicated
informational structure. So the combination of N parallel
branes provide a model to support the evidence that the
human body radiation can send a quite dense comb
waveforms which contain huge capacity of information bits
measured by the Sheng Jinchuang [8]. This sort of
combination of branes can go further as showing in
following sections.

4. Brane in Brane and Combination
It is marvelously that the brane can be inside a brane. For
example, one can construct a D(p-2)-brane inside a
Dp-brane as a magnetic vortex or monopole, or a
D(p-4)-brane inside a Dp-brane as an instanton, and so on
[11], where the Chern-Simon action scs is a fundamental
ingredient in the expression of D-brane dynamics which
involves the branes in different dimensional space-time as a
combination:

S CS =
+
+

Tp
8π 2

NT p

∫C

( p +1) + T p

4π

Σ p +1

2

∫

Σ p +1

Tp

2k!(2π )

k

∫

Σ p +1

C ( p −1) ∧ Tr (F )

C ( p −3) ∧ Tr (F ∧ F ) + L

(17)



C ( p +1−2 k ) ∧ Tr  1
F∧
F2
∧L
∧3
F  +L
4
4
4
4


Σ p +1
k − times



∫

where C is the total Ramond-Ramond potential, and F is the
exponential of the curvature two-form. Each term in the
above series has a significant meaning: the first term
expresses the usual p-brane charge with Tr1=N appropriate
to N coincident Dp-branes, the second term coupling with
the Ramond-Ramond potential C ( p−1) and carries
(p-2)-brane charge,

1
2π

∫

S ∞2

Tr (F )

(18)
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where S ∞ is a two-dimensional sphere at infinity inside the
original Dp-brane world volume Σ p+1 , and in a similar way,
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